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Message from the

Chairman

GEN BENJAMIN R MADRIGAL JR AFP
AFP Chief of Staff and
AFPMBAI Chairman of the Board
Dec 2018 - Present

As the Chairman of the Armed Forces and Police
Mutual Benefit Association, Inc. (AFPMBAI) Board of
Trustees, I wish to congratulate the Association on the
successes that marked the year 2018!

nationwide. These initiatives reflect the commitment
of the AFPMBAI to provide “Buhay na Panatag” and to
always be responsive to the needs and holistic welfare
of the members and their families.

The accomplishments contained in this Annual
Report are, indeed, testaments to the Association’s
commitment to uplift the lives of its members
and provide financial protection for our uniformed
personnel. For more than five decades, the Association
has lived up to its reputation of taking an active part in
improving the quality of life of our men in uniform and
their families.

Milestones have been reached, yet more lie ahead.
Let us continue to be dependable and ready to face
challenges for the people we are serving. In return, they
too can fulfill their responsibilities to our fellowmen
and country. May we remain true to our core values of
Integrity, Professionalism, Innovation, Teamwork and
Customer Commitment in every step we will take.

Mabuhay ang Armed Forces and Police Mutual
I am truly proud of the milestones that AFPMBAI Benefit Association, Inc.!
has hurdled in the past year, especially on the efforts
toward providing more efficient and effective delivery
of services to the members through the creation of
the Integrated Information System. Moreover, these
services have been greatly improved with the help of
strategically accessible branches and extension offices
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MGEN ROMEO N DELA CRUZ AFP (RET)
AFPMBAI President and CEO

Another year has been added to the decades of
history of our Association, the Armed Forces and Police
Mutual Benefit Association Inc, but its goal to provide
for the welfare of each member pressed on.
In the ten months as your President and CEO, I have
been closely steering our Association to focus all its
efforts to make you, our members, the top of mind of
every employee, to serve you meaningfully and well. We
are making AFPMBAI a lot better to be able to please and
amaze you of how much we could make your experience
with us worth every bit of your time, energy and to show
our gratefulness to the sacrifices you put up to make our
country safe, peaceful and free.

energies to be more engaged in making your time with
us easy and fast.
First quarter this year, we engaged meaningfully
ourselves and launched campaigns to make our
corporate culture be more leaning towards innovation
and our minds become more customer-oriented. Just
recently we went Live with our New Information
System, now known as Accedata, to automate our
business processes. We are doing these all so we could
execute well our chosen strategies and attain our
objectives of making you feel that we are relevant, that
the services we provide truly matter to you, and that
you feel connected now more than ever before.

We have faced all sorts of challenges each time but
The year 2018 saw the Association undertake several your Association came out standing strong and with
major but calculated measures to improve our services. flying colors. Thank you for your continued support,
We started to pursue vigorously the development of our confidence, and trust in AFPMBAI for your insurance
home grown MBAI-IS (Information System) and then cut protection and source of financial support for your
on personnel cost. These measures enabled those who family in times of need. God bless and mabuhay tayong
remained to take stock of their talents and focus their lahat!
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Report of the

President and CEO
Decades of striving for excellence.
Decades of continuous financial growth.
Decades of assurance that the Armed Forces and Police Mutual Benefit Association Inc (AFPMBAI)
is more than just a mutual benefit association. It gives added value to each member and his family.
And for 2018, AFPMBAI has once again proven that when it pledges to render its professional
expertise, time, and heartfelt effort to serve, the Association intends to fulfill its promise.
HIGHLIGHTS ON FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
In pursuing its reason of existence, rooted from the
act of compassion, “damayan” or “abuluyan”, AFPMBAI
has grown to be the largest mutual benefit association
in the country registering the highest in terms of assets
in the MBA industry.
For CY 2018, the Association accumulated a total of
P24.11 Billion in assets, a 12% increase from CY 2017
which registered P21.62 Billion.
The Association also posted a net income of P796.59
Million in the same year, having generated revenues of
P5.01 Billion, comprising mainly of its income from sale
of insurance, interests from investments, and insurance
loans.
Standing true to the essence of a mutual benefit
association by providing financial assistance to the
families of members in case of death, loss, necessity,
or distress, AFPMBAI paid in CY2018 a total of P198.73
Million death claims to the beneficiaries of its 1,625
fallen members and living claims of P1.13 Billion
benefiting 22,077 members through releases of matured
policies, termination benefits, disability benefits, battle
injury and comprehensive financial benefit assistance.
In January 2018, the Association repackaged the
Comprehensive Financial Assistance Benefit (CFAB)
for those killed-or wounded-in-action to make it
more financially responsive by increasing the benefit

amounts without adding any amount to their monthly
premiums. Thus, total assistance given to members
Killed-in-Action (KIA), Wounded-in-Action (WIA) and as
Battle Injury Assistance (BIA) was recorded at P29.76
Million benefiting 1,497 members.
Last September 2018, AFPMBAI also launched MBAI
Protek, AFPMBAI’s Unified Basic Insurance coverage.
Through the said coverage, members are given options
to upgrade their monthly contribution to 1.5% of their
base pay to avail of higher benefits.
True to its mission of providing affordable housing
loan facilities to the members and their families, the
Association also granted a total of P103.32 Million real
estate housing loans to its 187 members and P255.38
Million real estate mortgage loans to 127 members.
For the same period, the Association also declared
policy dividends in recognition of the patronage of its
policyholders in the amount of P189 Million based on
2% of policy reserves, higher by P19 Million from its
declared dividends in 2017 which was only at 1.9% of
the policy reserves.
The Association, further extended its Condonation
and Rewards program in CY2018 designed to express its
concern for the financial welfare of the members who
are currently facing financial distress in the payment of
their past due accounts.
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OPERATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS
MEDIUM TERM PLANNING ACTIVITIES
For 2018, the Association conducted a medium term
planning for CY2019-CY2021 in preparation to achieving
its vision for CY2025 for AFPMBAI to be a “customercentered organization operating in accordance with
global standards, preferred and trusted by its members
in providing full financial security and protection”.
To fulfill its vision, the Management defined how
and what AFPMBAI will be in 2025 when it crafted the
following “end state” for the Association during the
medium term planning held last September 21, 2018:
Anytime Anywhere Access
-Institution of Mini-MBAI concept by strengthening
the branches and extension offices to give full range
of services to the members much like what is being
done in the Head Office
-Installation of new channels through mobile
apps, group buying sites, wider presence of
insurance representatives, and information kiosks
in the branches
-Engagement of additional disbursement and
collection facilities that are more reachable by the
members
-Strategic partnership with the branches of service,
financial institutions, and other agencies
Fully Developed Responsive Insurance and Other
Products
-Enhancement of products/services responsive to
the needs of specific customer profile like memorial
services and VUL or variable unit-linked insurance
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-Development of Mutual Homes to provide
affordable housing needs of the members across
the country
Expanded Market Based Membership
-Expansion of business coverage to include members
from Retired members (56 and above), ROTC,
Reserved Officers, MMDA and civilian employees of
AFP, DILG and Financial Institutions
For ISO Certification
-Adoption of international standards on quality
management systems in preparation for operations
in accordance with global standards
To support these ends, Management identified
the need for the Association to have the following
immediately:
Strong Corporate Culture
-Culture Development through seminars and
training
-Succession Planning
-New Structure and Staffing Pattern/Manpower
Complement
-Competency-based learning and development
-Performance-based compensation and rewards
-Multi-skilled employees
-Strengthened Management Team
Updated System
-Fully Automated MIS (Membership Information
System)
-PMIS Integration with all Branches of Service
-Contactless application for products and services
-Quick Response Payout
Structure
-New Head Office and Improved Branch and
Extension Offices

RENEWAL OF LICENSE
This January 2019, the Insurance Commission
renewed the AFPMBAI license for continued business
operations until December 31, 2021.
LATEST AND ON-GOING ENGAGEMENTS
ACTIVE MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCE
In building a culture of competent manpower,
Management completed its training plan for its
managers and supervisors that will be implemented
in 2019.
Succession planning and development
programs tagged as NEWBIE (New Employees Workshop
on Benefits and Other Information, etc), IGROW (Internal
GROWTH of Employees), EAGLE (Elite AFPMBAI Group
of Leaders) and EAGLET (Enhanced AFPMBAI Group of
Leaders for Tomorrow) will also be conducted in 2019 as
part of business continuity planning. Training of the
employees, however, is continuous to further develop
their potentials in providing quality service to members.
TEAM BUILDING
Recently this March 2019, as One AFPMBAI
Management Team, the Association held its companywide team building entitled: “AFPMBAI, Empowered by
the new Core Values: Changing as One, Moving as One,
Thriving as One!” Through the said activity, AFPMBAI
reaffirmed its commitment through renewal of its
corporate values now composed of the following:
Customer Commitment
- Passionately serving our customers by putting
their perspective, expectations, and experience at
the forefront of everything that we do
Integrity
-Steadfast in upholding the Core Values of AFPMBAI
and doing the right things right all the time
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Professionalism
-Continuous pursuit of higher level of Competence,
Standards, and Excellence – individually and
organizationally
Innovation
-Advocating “Continuous Improvement” by
embracing “change”, being comfortable with
“progress”, and challenging the “status quo”
Teamwork
-Inculcating a culture of collaboration, cooperation,
communication, and support between individuals,
teams and within AFPMBAI
EMPLACEMENT OF INTEGRATED INFORMATION
SYSTEM
As part of AFPMBAI’s continuous aim in improving
its processes through its systems, to provide a
customer-facing, straight-through, accurate, timely
and more efficient operations, and services, the
Association continued the integration by replacing its
aging information system. As envisioned, it will serve
as a one-stop shop for all transactions at all AFPMBAI
branches. Continuous tests have been done in CY 2018
to validate the migration of data so that training of
users and personnel can be done by early CY 2019.
ESTABLISHMENT OF DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
Relative to business process improvements, the
digitization of all AFPMBAI records using the Document
Management System (DMS) was implemented in early
2018. It can now be currently accessed by the different
offices of the Association in the Head, Office and its
offices in Cavite, Batangas, Fort Bonifacio and Villamor
Air Base.
IMPROVEMENT OF CASH MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
In reaching out to its members in the regions and
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various parts of the country, aside from the improved
collection facilities in accrediting banks and payment
center facilities, the Association has also implemented
a wider Automatic Transfer Arrangement (ATA) in its
branches in the areas of South Luzon, Visayas, Mindanao,
Isabela, and Tuguegarao. Also implemented is a Cash
Disbursement Facility at Fort Bonifacio Branch and a
Cash Delivery Arrangement in its Baguio branch.
ENHANCEMENT OF COMMUNICATION
CHANNELS/BRANDING AND CUSTOMER
AWARENESS
As a result of the study conducted in the previous
year relative to the awareness of members on AFPMBAI’s
presence and products, the Association continued its
efforts in reaching out to its members by using digital
marketing through Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.
Through these digital channels, members became more
aware of the AFPMBAI’s products, and it also served as
another platform where members can send inquiries
and view news, updates, and special promotions of the
Association.
MOVING FORWARD
AFPMBAI will continue to surge forward with new
ideas and reforms focusing more on innovations and
amazing our customers. CY2018, although fraught with
many challenges, has paved the way for the Association
to pursue its vision of providing full financial security
and protection to its members.
Our commitment to give excellent service and
innovative products to our members and their families
will always be our inspiration and driving force that
will propel us to make our Association more relevant
and fulfilling to the needs of our members.
“Sa AFPMBAI, siguradong ang bawat miyembro ay
may ‘Buhay na Panatag’”.

Governance Report
2018 ANNUAL REPORT

For 2018, AFPMBAI tried to improve its corporate
governance practices to align, whenever possible, with
the ASEAN standard for the Corporate Governance
Scorecard (ACGS) as mandated by the Insurance
Commission (IC). The ACGS evaluates corporate
governance practices of IC-covered entities, based
on standards set by the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). Adopting
the ACGS in the corporate governance framework of
participating companies ensures that these companies
will have a better chance at achieving long-term
sustainability, brought about by giving due and
proper consideration to the rights of the corporations’
shareholders/members and stakeholders. For 2018, IC
reported an overall increase in the corporate governance
score of the life, non-life, and mutual benefit association
(MBA) industry in the ACGS compared to 2017. The IC
report manifested a commitment it began in 2013 to
improve the corporate governance best practices of all
its covered institutions, including AFPMBAI.

Institute of Corporate Directors (ICD) who are always on
hand to give AFPMBAI advice and counsel, the steadfast
commitment of the AFPMBAI Board of Trustees and
Management to see these practices implemented
as part of the Association’s daily life, and the tireless
support of the members who walk hand-in-hand with
us to assure our achievement of the vision and mission
that has at its heart their growth and well-being.
ANNUAL GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING

The Association’s Social Hall was filled to capacity
during the 2018 AGM, held on 9 June 2018, with the
attendance of regular members from the different
branches of the uniformed service. As with previous
years, this AGM gave the participating members the
chance to be a part of the decision-making process of the
Association. The members were given the opportunity
to exercise their right to elect the members of the
Board of Trustees, to ratify the resolutions and corporate
acts of the Board and Management, and be clarified on
issues that they may have regarding the Association’s
For its part, the Association has diligently sought
operations. Except for one, all the members of the Board
to adopt the international corporate governance
of Trustees were present during the AGM to respond to
best practices espoused by the ACGS since the start
the members’ queries.
of the rating period in 2015. For the past three (3)
years, significant improvements have been attained
On 9 June 2018, Gen Carlito G Galvez Jr AFP,
by AFPMBAI in institutionalizing practices that ensure AFPMBAI Chairman, informed the members that the
that the rights of its members and stakeholders are Annual General Membership Meeting was conducted in
upheld and protected, that there is transparency in its conveyance of the Association’s appreciation and deep
operations, that the members of its Board of Trustees regard for the welfare of its valued members from the
are qualified for their tasks, and that their decision- uniformed services. He encouraged them to actively
making structures and processes are at par with the participate in the management of the organization
industry’s. These efforts of the Association have been as the beneficiaries of its products and services. He
well documented in its improving ACGS rating. For appreciated the members’ active engagement in the
2018, AFPMBAI has achieved its best score yet and the AGM and said that such is a manifestation of their
Association is committed to improving itself further in concern about the growth and improvement of the
the years to come.
Association.
The improvement in AFPMBAI’s corporate
Then President and CEO of AFPMBAI RAdm
governance practices can be largely credited to the Primitivo P Gopo AFP (Ret) also reported on the sterling
guidance of IC Commissioner Atty Dennis B Funa, the performance of the Association in the areas of financial
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achievements, improved services and benefits, committed corporate social responsibility programs, performance
management, systems and competency development, enhanced communication and member feedback channels,
more efficient collection and refund payment systems, and special penalty condonation and rewards program. In
closing, President Gopo mentioned that AFPMBAI’s unwavering commitment to prudent management of resources
and excellent customer experience is its salute to the members’ excellent and meritorious service to the nation.
In response, one of the members commended Management for making significant strides in improving the
Association’s performance. Other inputs from the members focused on increasing the coverage of the members’
Basic Insurance, and on revising the coverage of matters for ratification of the members to the resolutions of the
Board and actions of Management up to the period immediately prior to the AGM. The Board and Management
have thus far already implemented these suggestions from the members.
BGen Florentino P Manalastas Jr AFP (Ret), Chairman of the Audit Committee, also took note of one of the
members’ suggestions relative to the selection of the Association’s external auditor, so that the matter can be
presented for the members’ approval. For the statutory audit for CY 2019 and 2020, the Association will already be
seeking the members’ approval of the external auditor to be selected during the 18 May 2019 AGM.
Each AGM also gives the members the opportunity to elect the members of the AFPMBAI Board of Trustees.
Each year, a Nomination Committee is created to screen the nominees for the Board seats of the Association.
Careful screening is undertaken to ensure that the nominees’ qualifications are aligned with the strategic direction
of the Association. A Committee on Election (COMELEC), composed of members from the Judge Advocate General
Service (JAGS) and chaired by the Judge Advocate General, independent of the Board and Management, is also
created to preside over the nomination and election proceedings.
During the 2018 AGM, the COMELEC Chairman, BGen Ser-Me L Ayuyao AFP, informed the regular members
present of the voting and vote tabulation procedures to be used prior to the start of the proceedings. The members
were then asked to nominate their candidates by stating their full name and the full name of the regular members
being nominated. After the proceedings, the duly-elected members of the Board of Trustees for CY 2018 to 2019
were then declared by the COMELEC Chairman as follows:

BOARD MEMBERS ELECTED DURING THE 2018
ANNUAL GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING

AGE

1. Gen Carlito G Galvez Jr AFP

55

ACADEMIC
QUALIFICATION

DATE OF FIRST
APPOINTMENT

Master in Project
Management, University
of New South Wales,
Australia; Executive
Education, Harvard
University; Asian Institute
of Management Center
for Bridging Leadership;
Eisenhower Fellow (2016);
Training in Corporate
Governance

20 Apr 2018
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BOARD MEMBERS ELECTED DURING THE 2018
ANNUAL GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING

AGE

2. MGen Robert M Arevalo AFP

55

Master in
Management, AIM;
Professional
Development
Program, ICD; Training
in Risk Management

30 Sept 2018

3. MGen Romeo N Dela Cruz AFP (Ret)

55

Training in Corporate
Governance, Risk
Management,
and Investment
Management

9 June 2018

4. MGen Arnel M Duco AFP

55

Training in Corporate
Governance and Risk
Management

26 Jan 2017

5. RAdm Jande S Francisco AFP

54

Master in Public
Administration,
Training in Corporate
Governance and Risk
Management

29 Apr 2017

6. MGen Jose P Tanjuan Jr AFP

55

Master in Business
Administration;
Training in Corporate
Governance, Risk
Management
and Investment
Management

22 Dec 2017

7. PBGen Alfred S Corpus

52

Master of Arts
in Management;
Professional
Development
Program, Institute
of Corporate
Directors; Training
in Investment
Management

25 Jan 2018

ACADEMIC
QUALIFICATION

DATE OF FIRST
APPOINTMENT
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BOARD MEMBERS ELECTED DURING THE 2018
ANNUAL GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING

AGE

8. CSupt Aurelio C Trampe Jr PNP

55

Bachelor of Laws,
Training in Corporate
Governance and Risk
Management

26 Jan 2017

9. RAdm Rolando D Legaspi PCG

54

Training in Corporate
Governance, Performance
Management, and
Strategic and Critical
Thinking, and Risk
Management

8 Oct 2016

10. CSupt Allan S Iral BJMP

49

Master in Management,
Training in Corporate
Governance and Risk
Management

29 Apr 2017

11. CSupt Leonides P Perez BFP

55

Master in Business
Administration;
Training in Personnel
Management, Corporate
Governance and Risk
Management

15 Sept 2016

12. LtGen Raul S Urgello AFP (Ret)
– Independent Trustee

75

Training in Corporate
Governance and Risk
Management

15 Sept 2016

13. BGen Florentino P Manalastas Jr AFP (Ret)
– Independent Trustee

58

ISO 9000-2000 Series Lead
Auditor Course, PERA Neville
Clark; 2006 Candidate for
Exec. Doctorate in Education
Leadership, Dev’t. Academy of
the Philippines; Master in BA,
UP Diliman; Manager Devt
Program, Mt Eliza Business
School, Australia; Bachelor
of Laws, St Louis UniversityBaguio; Training in Corp. Gov.
and Risk Mgt.

ACADEMIC
QUALIFICATION

DATE OF FIRST
APPOINTMENT

30 Sept 2016
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15
BOARD MEMBERS ELECTED DURING THE 2018
ANNUAL GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING

AGE

ACADEMIC
QUALIFICATION

DATE OF FIRST
APPOINTMENT
09 Jun 2018

14. MGen Romeo de Vera Poquiz AFP (Ret) –
Independent Trustee

59

Master of Science
in Management
(Finance); Project
Management Course
and Senior Executive
Management Seminar,
Asian Institute of
Management;
Negotiation Skills
Seminar, Ateneo
Graduate School of
Business; Professional
Development
Program, Institute
of Corporate
Directors; Training
in Investment
Management

1. FCMS Lito A Tompayogan (INF) PA

54

Training in Corporate
Governance
and Investment
Management

17 Nov 2017

The elected trustees have all demonstrated competent leadership in their respective fields, and have gained
the trust and confidence of their superiors and peers. Their election as members of the AFPMBAI Board was
unopposed and their performance throughout their term up to the 2019 AGM has been exemplary. The outcome
of their leadership has brought about balance in satisfying the members’ request for more benefits vis-a-vis the
long-term sustainability of the Association.
The Summary of the Minutes of the most recent AGM last 18 May 2019 has been uploaded on the AFPMBAI
website by 20 May 2019.
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CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAM
As with previous years, the Association gives an orientation on the operations of AFPMBAI when newly-elected
trustees first assumed their positions in the Board. It is also part of the Association’s good governance best
practices for all new trustees to undergo the Corporate Governance Orientation Program (CGOP) offered by the
Institute of Corporate Directors (ICD). A number of the trustees, particularly MGen Robert M Arevalo AFP, PBGen
Alfred S Corpus, and MGen Romeo de Vera Poquiz AFP (Ret) have also undertaken the Professional Development
Program of the ICD, including Corporate Secretary Atty Renato A David.
For 2018, with Investment Management as its theme and as part of the Association’s Continuing Education
Program (CEP) for all its Trustees, the Corporate Secretary and key members of Management, the Association
invited representatives from the Insurance Commission, practitioners from the banking industry, and a notable
investment manager to help the participants understand the volatility in the investment market at the time.
Mr Edelwino C Bernales, Officer-in-Charge of IC’s Investment Services Division, enlightened the members of our
Board and Management with the latest developments and trends in the insurance and mutual benefit association
industry. He was joined by Mr Camilo Carl I Roque, Supervising Insurance Specialist. Their talk was followed by an
economic briefing and lecture on financial markets conducted by a representative from one of the Association’s
trusted partners, BDO Trust and Investments Group’s Senior Manager and Investment Officer, Ms Anna Patricia C
San Diego. Essentially, Ms San Diego asked the Board and Management to stay calm and ride the volatility of the
market after presenting their outlook on the Global and Philippine Economy, and providing valuable advice on
how the Association may manage its largely liquid investment portfolio. Ms San Diego’s talk was followed by an
intensive lecture by Mr Marvin Fausto, Founding President of the Fund Managers’ Association of the Philippines
being only one among his illustrious credentials, on the investment management process. Mr Fausto also devoted
a part of his lecture on how the Association may educate its individual members on how to be in charge of their
personal finances and how they may be empowered to be self-sufficient by the time of their retirement.
The CEP for 2018 was largely successful and the knowledge gained by AFPMBAI’s Trustees and Management
was used in the day-to-day operations of the company and in the decision-making process employed by the
Trustees at the Board level.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
As has become its practice, the Association sets all the meetings of the Board and Board Committees for the
succeeding year by the 4th quarter of the previous year. Thus the meetings for CY 2018 were set in December
2017; likewise, the meetings in CY 2019 were set in December 2018. Management exerts its best effort to send
all materials for Board meetings electronically to the members of the Board at least five (5) working days prior to
each Board meeting.
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For 2018, the Board of Trustees and Board Committees conducted the following meetings:

Meetings of the Board of Trustees for 2018
POSITION

MEMBERSHIP

AT TENDANCE

13 MEETINGS FOR 2018
AVERAGE QUORUM: 87%

Chairman

Gen Rey Leonardo B Guerrero AFP

100%

Chairman*(Apr 2018)

Gen Carlito G Galvez Jr AFP

89%

Vice Chairman

MGen Robert M Arevalo AFP

85%

Member/President

RAdm Primitivo P Gopo AFP (Ret)

100%

Acting President*(Jun 2018)

BGen Rolando M Aquino AFP (Ret)

100%

Member/President*(Aug 2018) MGen Romeo N Dela Cruz AFP (Ret)

100%

Member

MGen Arnel M Duco AFP

100%

Member*(Nov 2018)

MGen Erickson R Gloria AFP

100%

Member

RAdm Jande S Francisco AFP

77%

Member

MGen Jose P Tanjuan AFP

92%

Member

PBGen Alfred S Corpus

100%

Member

CSupt Aurelio C Trampe Jr PNP

70%

Member*(Nov 2018)

PCol Jose Melencio C Nartatez Jr

100%

Member

VAdm Rolando D Legaspi PCG

54%

Member

CSupt Alan S Iral BJMP

85%

Member

CSupt Leonides P Perez BFP

85%

Member-Independent

LtGen Raul S Urgello AFP (Ret)

92%

Member-Independent

BGen Florentino P Manalastas JR AFP (Ret)

85%

Member-Independent

Commo Virgilio S Garcia AFP (Ret)

100%

Member-Independent*(Jun2018) MGen Romeo de Vera Poquiz AFP (Ret)

88%

Member

FCMS Romeo H Jandugan (INF) PA

100%

*Member

FCMS Lito A Tompayogan (INF) PA

92%

*Replaced the member in the previous row on the month indicated
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On 21-22 September 2018, the Board of Trustees had their annual Board Retreat to review the Association’s
Mission, Vision, and Corporate Objectives, as well as the action plans of each Strategic Business Unit. Significant
inputs were given by the Board members to improve the strategic direction being envisioned by Management, and
place AFPMBAI on top of its members’ mind for insurance products and other related services.
In June and July 2018, the Association’s non-executive directors also held a meeting without the executive
trustee present to discuss matters in an executive session.
BOARD COMMITTEES
AFPMBAI has also established Board Committees to analyze and evaluate all matters to be presented to the
Board of Trustees, to ensure that all information presented is accurate and will enable the Board to come up with
an informed decision.
GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE
For 2018, the Governance Committee exercised its oversight over Management’s accomplishments of the
Association’s major action plans for the year, ensured the successful conduct of the 2018 AGM through the
resolution of all matters in the agenda and the election of the members of the Board of Trustees, implemented
improvements in the Association’s corporate governance practices, particularly in the institution of a performance
assessment system for the Board and the Board Committees, ensured a quarterly reporting to the Board of Trustees
of the Association’s compliance with the requirements of regulatory agencies, and spearheaded the conduct of
the annual Board Planning activity and Continuing Education Program. Its most significant achievement for 2018,
however, is the members’ approval of the Association’s Amended Articles of Incorporation and New By-Laws, which
was subsequently approved by the Securities and Exchange Commission on 06 February 2019.

Governance Committee
POSITION

MEMBERSHIP

AT TENDANCE

11 MEETINGS FOR 2018 AVERAGE
QUORUM: 82%

Chairman (Ind Tr)

Commo Virgilio S Garcia AFP (Ret)

100%

Chairman*

MGen Romeo de Vera Poquiz AFP (Ret)

100%

Vice Chairman

MGen Robert M Arevalo AFP

73%

Member/President

RAdm Primitivo P Gopo AFP (Ret)

100%

Member/President*

MGen Romeo N Dela Cruz AFP (Ret)

100%

Member

PBGen Alfred S Corpus

60%

Member

CSupt Leonides P Perez BFP

100%

*Replaced the Trustee in the previous row
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Ad-Hoc Committee on Amendments to the By-Laws
POSITION

MEMBERSHIP

AT TENDANCE

1 MEETING FOR 2018 AVERAGE
QUORUM: 100%

Chairman

CSupt Leonides P Perez BFP

100%

Vice Chairman

Atty Renato A David

100%

Member

MGen Robert M Arevalo AFP

100%

Member

Atty Maricarr Martinez-Mirabel

100%

Member

Atty Elizabeth Del Fonso-Hidalgo

100%

AUDIT COMMITTEE
The Audit Committee (AudCom) exercised its oversight over the Internal Audit Office (IAO) by ensuring that all
engagement activities were accomplished, including the review of the Association’s Statutory Audit of Financial
Statements for CY2017 and the Interim Audit for CY2018. It also closely monitored Management’s implementation
of the approved recommendations of IAO.
The Chairman of the Audit Committee, Independent Trustee BGen Florentino P Manalastas Jr. AFP (Ret), had
training in the ISO 9000-2000 Series Lead Auditor Course, PERA Neville Clark in 2006. Aside from being a lawyer,
he also has an MBA from UP Diliman. The incumbent Vice Chairman, RAdm Jande S Francisco AFP, has a graduate
degree in Public Administration, while the other members also have graduate degrees in Management and/or a
law degree.

Audit Committee
POSITION

MEMBERSHIP

AT TENDANCE

12 MEETINGS FOR 2018 AVERAGE
QUORUM: 80%

Chairman (Ind Tr)

BGen Florentino P Manalastas Jr AFP (Ret)

100%

Vice Chairman*

RAdm Jande S Francisco AFP

100%

Member

MGen Arnel M Duco AFP

88%

Member*

MGen Erickson R Gloria AFP

0%

Member

CSupt Aurelio C Trampe Jr PNP

63%

Member*

PCol Jose Melencio C Nartatez Jr

50%

Member

CSUPT Allan S Iral BJMP

92%

*Replaced the Trustee in the previous row
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INVESTMENT COMMITTEE
For 2018, the Investment Committee oversaw the performance of the Association’s short-term, fixed income,
equity investments and lending portfolio. It also regularly monitored the Association’s investments under
Investment Management Agreements with trusted banks, ensured optimum investment yield and surplus margins,
and evaluated potential real estate investments. As a result of the Investment Committee’s oversight, the Association
rode the volatile financial market of 2018 relatively unscathed. Its highest achievement lies in its recommendation
for the Association’s 100% subsidiary, the AFP General Insurance Corporation.

Investment Committee
POSITION

MEMBERSHIP

AT TENDANCE

10 MEETINGS FOR 2018 AVERAGE
QUORUM: 86%

Chairman

VAdm Rolando D Legaspi PCG

100%

Vice Chairman

RAdm Jande S Francisco AFP

90%

Member/President

RAdm Primitivo P Gopo AFP (Ret)

100%

Member/President*

MGen Romeo N Dela Cruz AFP (Ret)

67%

Member

PBGen Alfred S Corpus

78%

Member

CSupt Allan S Iral BJMP

100%

*Replaced the Trustee in the previous row

RISK MANAGEMENT AND RELATED PARTY TRANSACTION COMMIT TEE
The Risk Management and Related Party Transactions Committee deliberated on developments with the
Association’s integrated information system, Accedata, and the Organizational Transformation Change Management
(OTCM) initiatives being undertaken to support it. Its most significant achievements for the year include the
recommendations regarding the Business Continuity Management Policy, tax management, conglomerate
structure, and material related party transactions conducted on an arms’ length basis without conflict of interest
with AFPGen, its wholly-owned subsidiary.

Risk Management and Related Party Transaction Committee
POSITION

MEMBERSHIP

AT TENDANCE

10 MEETINGS FOR 2018 AVERAGE
QUORUM: 86%

Chairman (Ind Tr)

LtGen Raul S Urgello AFP (Ret)

100%

Vice Chairman (Ind Tr)

Commo Virgilio S Garcia AFP (Ret)

100%

Vice Chairman (Ind Tr)*

MGen Romeo de Vera Poquiz AFP (Ret)

100%

Member

BGen Florentino P Manalastas Jr AFP (Ret)

100%

Member

MGen Jose P Tanjuan Jr AFP

100%

Member

CSupt Leonides P Perez BFP

63%

*Replaced the Trustee in the previous row
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NOMINATION AND REMUNERATION COMMIT TEE
For 2018, the Nomination and Remuneration Committee (NRC) ensured the Association has a succession planning
program for its personnel. It also thoroughly screened all candidates for Board seats and senior management
positions, prior to endorsement to the BOT, to identify their eligibility based on established qualifications as
embodied in the By-Laws, the Manual of Corporate Governance, internal policies and external regulations, and
endorsed only candidates that have a track record of demonstrating the Association’s core values of customercenteredness, integrity, social responsibility, prudence, and professionalism. The Committee also evaluated all
recommendations to the BOT regarding personnel welfare, compensation, performance assessment, code of
conduct, and other human resource related matters using the following guidelines prior to endorsement to the
Board of Trustees: legality, equity, morale, and sustainability.

Nomination and Remuneration Committee
POSITION

MEMBERSHIP

AT TENDANCE

12 MEETINGS FOR 2018 AVERAGE
QUORUM: 80%

Chairman

MGen Arnel M Duco AFP

88%

Chairman*

MGen Jose P Tanjuan Jr AFP

100%

Vice Chairman

LtGen Raul S Urgello AFP (Ret)

92%

Member/President

RAdm Primitivo P Gopo AFP (Ret)

100%

Member/President*

MGen Romeo N Dela Cruz AFP (Ret)

83%

Member**

MGen Erickson R Gloria AFP (Ret)

75%

Member

FCMS Lito A Tompayogan (INF) PA

85%

*Replaced the Trustee in the previous row
** Replaced Trustee Duco

SOCIAL SERVICES PROGRAM COMMIT TEE ( SSPC )
For CY 2018, the Social Services Program Committee (SSPC) achieved 100% of its targets in the maximization of
its Plowback Program. It was also able to secure 100% participation from the Association’s Strategic Business Units
for all major CSR events. The SSPC was also able to oversee the determination of the impact of the Association’s
CSR activities to the members through the conduct of surveys after each event.
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Social Services Program Committee
POSITION

MEMBERSHIP

AT TENDANCE

10 MEETINGS FOR 2018 AVERAGE
QUORUM: 86%

Chairman

MGen Robert M Arevalo AFP

90%

Vice Chairman

VAdm Rolando D Legaspi PCG

100%

Member/President

RAdm Primitivo P Gopo AFP (Ret)

100%

Mem-ber/President*

MGen Romeo N Dela Cruz AFP (Ret)

100%

Member

CSupt Aurelio C Trampe Jr PNP

100%

Member

FCMS Lito A Tompayogan (INF) PA

50%

*Replaced the Trustee in the previous row.

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
BOARD OF TRUSTEES AND BOARD COMMITTEES
In the first quarter of 2018, at the Governance Committee’s recommendation, the Board of Trustees instituted a
performance appraisal system for the Board of Trustees and its Committees. The criteria for the assessment of the
Board’s performance was based on the accomplishment of its role and responsibilities as assessed by the Board
Committees (25%), and as assessed by the Board Chairman (25%), the Board dynamics (30%), and the quality and
timeliness of information provided to the Board (20%).
CATEGORIES
Board Committee Performance Assessment by the Board Chairman
Board Committee Performance Assessment by the Board Chairman

WEIGHT
25%
25%

To be assessed by all Board members:
Board Dynamics

30%

Quality and Timeliness of Information Provided to the BOT

20%

The assessment of the performance of AFPMBAI’s Board Committees is based on the accomplishment of their
oversight functions on the implementation of the Association’s corporate objectives and major action plans. A
specific weight is assigned to priority targets that the Board Committees have agreed to focus on for the subject
year, as approved by the Board of Trustees. The targets were approved by the Board in the early part of 2018, and
each Board Committee conducted a self-assessment on how they fared in performing these targets by December
2018 to January 2019. For 2018, the Board’s performance was rated Outstanding, as shown below:
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PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT COMPOSITION
Assessment of the BOT Chairman (25%)
Assessment of Board Committees (25%)
Governance Committee = 90.50%
Audit Committee = 100%
Risk Management and Related Party Transaction Committee = 95%
Nomination and Remuneration Committee = 100%
Investment Committee = 84.9%
Social Services Program Committee = 100%

RATING
82% = 20.62% of Total

95.07 = 12.77%

Assessment of Board Dynamics (30%)

95.45% = 28.63%

Assessment of Quality and Timeliness of Information Provided to the BOT (20%)

90.06% = 18.01%

Final Rating for CY2018

91.03% = Outstanding

RATING DESCRIPTION
Outstanding (O): Consistently far exceeds expectations

WEIGHT
91 to 100

Above expectations (AE): Consistently performs above expectations			

81 to 90
71 to 80

Meets expectations (ME): Meets all expectations
Below expectations (BE): Does not meet all expectations

70 - below

INDIVIDUAL TRUSTEES AND CORPORATE SECRETARY
The performance of the individual members of the Board is assessed using the following criteria: Ethics/
Professionalism, Initiative, Service Representation, Communication Effectiveness, and Meeting Participation
Effectiveness. Each criterion receives a maximum rating of 100%, with the final score being the average rating.
Each Board member is evaluated by the Board Chairman and the Chairman of the Governance Committee. The
Corporate Secretary is rated in a similar manner, but instead of Service Representation, the criteria used is Legal
Expertise.
PRESIDENT AND CEO
The performance assessment of the President and only Executive Trustee is based on the corporate score
of the Association, a score which effectively rates the performance of the Association with respect to the five
(5) perspectives of its Balanced Scorecard, namely: Financial, Customer/Social Responsibility, Internal Business
Process, and Learning and Growth. This portion of the President’s assessment receives a maximum of 60 points. Part
B of his assessment pertains to his rating on qualitative measures such as: Implementation of Board Resolutions,
Effective Relationship with the Board, Transparency and High Ethical Standards. Part B of the assessment receives
a maximum of 40 points. The points are then added to come up with the final rating. The President is rated by all
the members of the Board of Trustees, including the Chairman.
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COMPLIANCE TO REGULATORY BODIES
The Association observes the laws, rules and
regulations, as well as Circulars of the Insurance
Commission (IC), the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC), the Anti-Money Laundering Council
(AMLC), and the National Privacy Commission (NPC).
The IC renewed the AFPMBAI license last 01 January,
2019 via License No. 2019-10-R for continued business
operations until December 31, 2021.
With the appointment of LtCol Jefferson C Almazan
PA (Ret) as Compliance Officer and Atty Elizabeth
A del Fonso-Hidalgo as Head, Compliance Office
and Alternate Compliance Officer, more focus and
attention were given to the handling and monitoring
of external compliance activities as well as emerging
compliance requirements of the Association. Foremost
of which include strict monitoring of various Circular
Letters issued by the supervising regulatory body, the
Insurance Commission. Further, the Data Protection
Officer ensures that the rights of data subjects are
upheld and the pillars of data privacy, accountability,
and compliance are consistently implemented.
PRIVACY STATEMENT
AFPMBAI upholds an individual’s data privacy rights
and observes that all personal information, sensitive
personal information and privileged information
collected and to be collected are processed or recorded,
managed, organized, stored, updated, retrieved,
consolidated, used, blocked, and erased according to the
Data Privacy Act of 2012 (RA 10173), its Implementing
Rules and Regulations (IRR), and various Circulars under
the principles of transparency, legitimate purpose, and
proportionality.
GREATER DISCLOSURE
AFPMBAI OPERATIONS

AND

TRANSPARENCY

IN

Through the Annual General Membership meeting
as well as uploading in the company website of the
ASEAN Corporate Governance Scorecard together with
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reference documents, the Association has embodied
its obligation to the members and other stakeholders
to be transparent and publicly disclose all acts of
Management and the Board in order to ensure that
all transactions are above board. We likewise regularly
update the information on the company website as well
as AFPMBAI’s social media accounts, plus the electronic
newsfeed on all TV monitors at the Head Office and
the branches. This way, we can keep the members
updated on what is happening to the Association thru
easily accessible channels/media for their inquiries,
comments, suggestions, or complaints.
RISK MANAGEMENT
In line with the AFPMBAI’s thrust to improve its
approach and program on Enterprise Risk Management
(ERM) particularly in integrating it on the Association’s
strategic planning, a two-day ERM workshop for the
management team was held in-house in September
2018. The said workshop was conducted to create
awareness on the concepts of ERM and common
language for risk management, establish accountability
in the management of enterprise risks with the
introduction of the three lines of defense concept,
adopt risk driven strategy approach, integrate risk
management in determining and assessing strategic
objectives and goals, and develop updated strategic
objectives and goals for a more detailed planning after
the workshop.
AFPMBAI has undertaken risk management
initiatives to ensure efficient and effective utilization
of resources and improve operational processes, to wit:
- Allocated portion of financial resources to
support the new computerization project. This
project aims to improve operational efficiency and
enhance internal controls on processes particularly
on manual processes as well as to address certain
limitations of the existing system.
- Explored strategic options for Armed Forces and
Police General Insurance Corporation (AFPGen),
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a wholly-owned subsidiary of AFPMBAI, to address
the Amended Insurance Code and/or Insurance
Commission’s rules and regulations on minimum
capitalization and net worth requirements as well
as to deal with AFPGen’s sustained operational
losses over the past years.
KEY RISKS
AFPMBAI is continuously monitoring its exposure
to various types of risks, identified as follows:
LIFE INSURANCE RISK
This is the principal risk the AFPMBAI faces under
insurance contracts wherein the actual claims and
benefit payments or the timing thereof differs from
expectations. This is influenced by the frequency of
claims, severity of claims, actual benefits paid and
subsequent development of long-term claims. AFPMBAI
ensures that sufficient reserves are available to cover
these liabilities.
Insurance risk includes premium/benefits risk,
actuarial reserve risk and reinsurance risk. Premium/
benefits risk is the risk of having to pay, from a premium
that may be fixed for a specific term, benefits that can
be affected by uncontrollable events when they become
due. Adequacy of the actuarial reserves is monitored by
an in-house actuary on a regular basis in accordance
with local regulations. Reinsurance risk arises from
underwriting direct business or reinsurance business
in relation to reinsurers and brokers.
Monitoring and Controlling
AFPMBAI regularly assesses the reserving
methodology in accordance with local regulations.
Underwriting guidelines and limits for insurance and
reinsurance contracts have been well established to
clearly regulate responsibility and accountability.
Frequency and Severity of Claims
The frequency and severity of claims is dependent
on the type of contracts as follows:
a.) For contracts where death is the insured risk, the

most significant factor would be epidemics that result
in earlier or more claims than expected.
b.) For contracts with fixed and guaranteed benefits
and fixed future premiums, there are no mitigating
terms and conditions that reduce the insurance risk
accepted.
c.) For contracts with discretionary participating
feature, the participating nature of these insurance
contracts results in a portion of the insurance risk being
shared with the insured party.
AFPMBAI manages these risks through its
underwriting strategy and reinsurance program.
However, the risk is also dependent on the policyholders’
right to pay reduced or no future premiums, or to
terminate the contract completely.
Source of Uncertainty in the Estimation of Future Claim
Payment
Estimation of future claim payments and premium
receipts is subject to unpredictability of changes in
mortality and morbidity levels.AFPMBAI adopts standard
industry data in assessing future benefit payments
and premium receipts as approved by the Insurance
Commission. Adjustments are made, if necessary,
according to the experience of the Association.
The liability for these contracts comprises the
Incurred But Not Reported (IBNR) provision, a provision
for reported claims not yet paid and a provision for
unexpired risk at reporting dates. The IBNR provision
is based on historical experience and is subject to a
degree of uncertainty.
FINANCIAL RISK
AFPMBAI’s risk management program is a
continuing, proactive and systematic process that
focuses on the identification and assessment of risks.
To enable management to make strategic and informed
decisions, AFPMBAI recognizes the importance of an
effective financial risk management program.
The Board of Trustees (BOT) adopted a number of
policies to address these financial risks and their effects
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on financial performance. Risk management is carried of default as demonstrated by the borrower’s strong
out by the Finance Division and significant exposures financial position and reputation. The borrower has the
are discussed in the BOT meetings.
ability to raise substantial amount of funds through the
public markets and/or credit facilities with financial
The Association is exposed to financial risk through
institutions. The borrower has a strong debt service
its financial assets and financial liabilities. In particular,
record and a moderate use of leverage.
the key financial risk is that the proceeds from its
financial assets are not sufficient to fund the obligations
Non-investment Grade - Satisfactory
to AFPMBAI’s members and policyholders. The most
This pertains to current accounts with no history of
important components of this financial risk are credit default or which may have defaulted in the past, but
risk, liquidity risk and market risk.
the conditions and circumstances directly affecting the
borrower’s ability to pay has abated already. The borrower
CREDIT RISK
is expected to be able to adjust to the cyclical downturns
Credit risk is the risk that one party to a financial in its operations, for individuals into business or for
instrument will fail to discharge an obligation and cause corporate entities. Any prolonged adverse economic
conditions would however ostensibly create profitability
the other party to incur a financial loss.
and liquidity issues. The use of leverage may be above
AFPMBAI manages the level of credit risk it accepts industry or credit standards but remains stable.
through a comprehensive credit risk policy setting out
Past Due but not Impaired
the assessment and determination of what constitutes
These are financial assets where contractual interest
credit risk for AFPMBAI; setting up of exposure limits
by each counterparty or group of counterparties; right or principal repayment are past due but AFPMBAI
to offset where counterparties are both debtors and believes impairment is not appropriate on the basis of
creditors; reporting of credit risk exposures; monitoring the level of collateral available or status of collection of
compliance with credit policy; and review of credit risk amounts owed to the Association.
policy for pertinent and changing environment.
Past Due and Impaired
Credit risk exposure with respect to all other
counterparties is managed by setting standard business
terms that are required to be met by all counterparties.
AFPMBAI strictly monitors the status of the financial
assets and regularly evaluates the financial condition
of counterparties, as well as provides the necessary
allowance to the extent of the amount deemed
unrecoverable.
The Association’s concentration of credit risk
arises from its loan receivables and its investments in
corporate and government debt securities. AFPMBAI
uses a credit rating concept based on the borrowers and
counterparties’ overall creditworthiness, as described
below:

These are financial assets which AFPMBAI determines
that it is probable that it will be unable to collect all
principal and interest due based on the contractual
terms of the instruments agreement.
LIQUIDITY RISK
Liquidity or funding risk is the risk that an entity
will encounter difficulty in raising funds to meet
commitments associated with financial instruments.
Liquidity risk may result from either the inability to
sell financial assets quickly at their fair values; or
counterparties failing on repayment of contractual
obligations; or liabilities failing due for payment earlier
than expected; or inability to generate cash inflows as
anticipated.

Investment High Grade
The major liquidity risk confronting the Association
This pertains to accounts with a very low probability is the daily calls on its available cash resources with
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respect to claims from members and policyholders.
AFPMBAI manages liquidity risks through specifying
a minimum proportion of funds to meet operational
requirements; specifying the sources of funding;
concentration of funding sources; reporting of liquidity
risk exposures; monitoring compliance with liquidity
risk policy; and reviewing the liquidity risk policy for
pertinent and changing environment.
MARKET RISK
Market risk is the risk that fair value or future cash
flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of
changes in market prices. Market risk comprises three
types of risks: currency, interest rate and price risks.
Market risk arises from open positions in interest
rate, currency and equity prices, all of which are exposed
to general and specific market movements. The risks
that AFPMBAI primarily faces due to the nature of its
investments and liabilities are price risk and interest
rate risk, respectively.
The following policies and procedures are in place
to mitigate the Association’s exposure to market risk:
Market risk policy which sets out the assessment
and determination of what constitutes market
risk for AFPMBAI. Compliance with the policy is
monitored and exposures and breaches are reported
to the management committee. The policy is reviewed
regularly for pertinence and changes in the risk
environment.
Asset allocation and portfolio limit structures are
established to ensure that assets back specific liabilities.
Diversification benchmarks by type of instrument
are established.
INTEREST RATE RISK
The management of interest rate risk involves
maintenance of appropriate blend of financial
instruments with consideration on the maturity profile
of the security.
AFPMBAI is not significantly affected by changes in

interest rates because of their immaterial exposure on
the revaluation of financial assets subject to interest
rate risk.
PRICE RISK
AFPMBAI’s price risk exposure at year-end relates to
financial assets whose values will fluctuate as a result
of changes in market prices, principally listed equity
securities classified as Fair Value through Profit or Loss
(FVPL) and Available for Sale (AFS) financial assets.
Such investment securities are subject to price risk
due to changes in market values of instruments arising
from factors specific to individual instruments or their
issuers or factors affecting all instruments traded in
the market.
AFPMBAI’s market risk policy requires it to manage
such risks by setting and monitoring objectives and
constraints on investments, diversification plan, and
limits on investment in each sector and market.
OVERSIGHT OF RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
The Association established the Related Party
Transactions Policy in compliance with Insurance
Commission Circular No. 2017-29 in order to ensure that
transactions between related parties are undertaken on
an arms’ length basis, fair; without conflict of interest,
and serves the best interest of the AFPMBAI.
The Risk Management and Related Party
Transactions Committee (RMRPTC) of the AFPMBAI
Board evaluates the dealings and guarantees that the
appropriate disclosure is made, and/or information on
the nature and value of each material/significant RPT
is provided to regulating and supervising authority
relating to the RPT exposures.
ADHERENCE TO THE AFPMBAI CODE OF ETHICS AND
CODE OF CONDUCT
A Code of Ethics is a guide of principles designed
to help the Association and its employees to conduct
business honestly and with integrity. The pillars of
the Code of Ethics are honesty, fairness, respect for
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others, sense of equality, commitment, justice, and equity. These pillars stand on solid foundation of integrity and
commitment to the highest professional and ethical standards in our industry and business. It espouses loyalty and
devotion to the highest possible set of ethical standards that well-meaning organizations would like to implement.
The AFPMBAI Code of Ethics encapsulates what has been established, applied, and developed through the
years. It is the fruit of professionalism, honesty, and pure concern to uphold the welfare and interest of the entire
Association. It is the cornerstone of high ethical standards that should be strictly followed by all shareholders and
stakeholders of AFPMBAI. It spreads the culture of good morals and trustworthy discipline.
Supporting the Code of Ethics is the Code of Conduct, which is the responsibility of all executives, managers,
supervisors, and rank and file employees. In keeping with the core values of integrity, social responsibility, prudence,
professionalism, and being customer-centered, the AFPMBAI has adopted more positive motivation and less
punitive measures in implementing the Code of Conduct. It aims to restore self-discipline, help affected employees
rebuild their reputation and for erring employees, regain people’s trust in them.
ANTI-BRIBERY AND ANTI-CORRUPTION POLICY
The AFPMBAI is committed to maintaining the highest ethical standards and vigorously enforcing the integrity
of our business practices nationwide. AFPMBAI will not engage in bribery or corruption. Any private sector involved
in public sector bribery and corruption are penalized the same way as public officers and employees.

WHISTLEBLOWER POLICY
The AFPMBAI subscribes to an open-door policy whereby employees, stakeholders, and members are
encouraged to report in writing unethical practices to the concerned immediate superior, Head, HRD, the Chief
Corporate Services Officer, respectively, as most problems in this area can be resolved swiftly. The said officers will
accommodate problems on ethics. All stakeholders are responsible in preventing violations of law and for acting
as whistleblowers in case of possible breaches of internal policies, rules, and regulations.

TRANSACTIONS WITH SUPPLIERS/CONTRACTORS
The Association adopts a policy that covers the accreditation, selection, bidding, and approval process for
suppliers/contractors. The following factors are considered in the selection process: Eligibility, Legality/Authenticity,
Cost, and Quality of Service. The assigned Committee/s of the Management conducts a series of evaluations and
deliberations to ensure transparency of transactions. The approved Purchase Order shall serve as contract between
AFPMBAI and the supplier. Once the supplier is selected and approved, the Association faithfully abides with what
has been agreed upon in the terms and conditions stated in the purchase order/contract.
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EMPLOYEES’ WELFARE
AFPMBAI is dedicated to maintaining a healthy and safe environment for its employees. The Association has
an appropriate health and safety program, including facilities to promote a better understanding and appreciation
of the importance of health and safety in the workplace, at home, and elsewhere.
The welfare of employees is one of the Association’s paramount concerns. There is an Emergency Action
Plan Manual in cases of fire and earthquake. There are posters and signages per room, trainings in cases of
disasters and calamities are conducted on a regular basis, and employees participate in Camp Aguinaldo and citywide earthquake and fire drills. Health concerns are addressed through clinic management and dissemination
of bulletins on various types of diseases. Lectures are being conducted on these. Key safety personnel have
already undergone Basic Occupational Safety and Health Certifications and appointed as Safety Officers, while
some already received Certifications as a Security Professional. A company-wide safety and health training for all
employees is underway.
Apart from that, AFPMBAI recognizes gender equality and the individual person’s role in nation-building.
The Association supports the Constitution and various laws that protect the rights of women and their children,
including people with disabilities and of all sexual orientations or identities against all forms of discrimination,
violence and harassment. Anyone in the Association to have committed the said offense will be subjected to
disciplinary action, up to and including dismissal.

GOING GREEN
In adhering to one of its corporate values on Innovation, the Association has installed a Solar Panel System
that can combat the harmful effects of climate change by reducing carbon emissions and help in the advocacy of
promoting green environment and sustainable development. This undertaking dramatically decreased electricity
consumption. The Association likewise converted fluorescent lights to LED lights. In addition, segregation of trash
with separate trash bins for bio-degradable and non-biodegradable and recyclables, is being enforced.
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Board of Trustees
2018 ANNUAL REPORT

GEN BENJAMIN R MADRIGAL JR AFP

Chief of Staff, Armed Forces of the Philippines
Chairman of the Board, AFPMBAI
Dec. 2018 - Present

MGEN ROMEO N DELA CRUZ AFP (RET)
President & CEO, AFPMBAI
June 2018 - Present
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MGEN ERICKSON R GLORIA AFP
Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, J1
Oct. 2018 - Present

MGEN RIZALDO B LIMOSO AFP
Vice Commander, PA
April 2019 - Present

MGEN NICOLAS C PARILLA AFP
Vice Commander, PAF
April 2019 - Present
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PCOL JOSE MELENCIO C NARTATEZ JR
Senior Executive Assistant to the Chief, PNP
Nov. 2018 - Present

RADM JANDE S FRANCISCO AFP
Deputy Chief of Staff for Communications,
Electronics and Information System, J6
April 2017 - Present
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VADM ROLANDO D LEGASPI
Deputy Commandant for Operations, PCG
Oct. 2016 - Present

CSUPT ALLAN S IRAL
Deputy Chief for Operations, BJMP
April 2017 - Present

FCMS LITO TOMPAYOGAN (INF) PA
AFP Sgt Major
Oct. 2017 - Present

PBGEN ALFRED S CORPUS
Director, PNP Training Services
Jan. 2018 - Present

CSUPT LEONIDES P PEREZ
Deputy Chief for Administration, BFP
Sept. 2016 - Present
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LTGEN RAUL S URGELLO AFP (RET)
Independent Trustee
Sept. 2016 - Present

BGEN FLORENTINO P MANALASTAS JR AFP (RET)
Independent Trustee
Sept. 2016 - Present

MGEN ROMEO DE VERA POQUIZ AFP (RET)
Independent Trustee
June 2018 - Present

ATTY RENATO A DAVID
Corporate Secretary
July 2013 - Present
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MGEN ROMEO N DELA CRUZ AFP (RET)
President and CEO

BGEN CESAR M IDIO AFP (RET)
Head, Sales and Operations Group & COO

COMMO RAMON S OCHOCO AFP (RET)
Head, Corporate Services Group & CCSO
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LTCOL JEFFERSON C ALMAZAN PA (RET)
Head, Executive Services Division

REGINA B FAJOTINA
Head, Finance Division

ANNIE D ARCE
Head, Insurance Sales Division

ATTY MARICARR T MARTINEZ- MIRABEL
Head, Legal Office
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BGEN MARCIAL O CONSTANTE JR AFP (RET)
Head, Administration Division

FE E GERONA
Head, Real Estate Division
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GIUSEPPE LAURO E MORTA
Head, Marketing Division

LEA A MALIGASO
Head, Human Resources Division

GERALDSAM S AGBAY
Head, Actuarial Office and
Head, Strategic Management Office

LORRAINE MARIE L DE VILLA
OIC, Area and Branch Operations Division and
Head, Southern Luzon Area, ABOD

JOCELYN T MIRANDA
Head, Internal Audit Office

MARY ANN VICTORIA M RECINTO
Head, Marketing Services Department
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ATTY ELIZABETH A DEL FONSO- HIDALGO
Head, Compliance Office

JEFFREY RICHARD NIXON MATTHEW L UY
Head, Social Services Office
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ATTY LYNELL L SESE
Head, Litigation and Prosecution Unit
Legal Office

ATTY AL-MAY SAIR F PATANGAN
Head, Documentation and Compliance
Legal Office

ENGR FERDINAND D DE LEON
Head, Safety, Security & Building
Administration Department

MARIO C SERIOSA
Head, Northern Luzon Area
Area and Branch Operations Division
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DEONESIO B CORONG II
Head, Mindanao Area
Area and Branch Operations Division

LEAH Y JOYA
Head, Northern Luzon and Southern Luzon Area
Insurance Sales Division

MARIETTA O ALEJO
Head, Visayas and Mindanao Area
Insurance Sales Division

EMELITO LOPEZ
Head, National Capital Region Area
Insurance Sales Division

ANGELINA S JUTIE
Head, National Capital Region Area
Area and Branch Operations Division

JOCELYN N JUNSAY
Head, Visayas Area
Area and Branch Operations Division
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FLORDELIZA D OCBANIA
Head, Billing and Collection
Department

ENGR ANNALY A LAVARIAS
Head, Business Technology Solutions Office

ARCH EDGAR A CLARIZ
Head, Planning, Design and Construction
Dept.

MICHELLE A ESPULGAR
Head, Real Estate Sales Department

COL WENCESLAO M ROMERO JR PAF (RET)
Manager, Office of the Head Admin Division

ALPHA GRACE F VENTANILLA
Head, Underwriting, Policy and
Membership Department
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FELISA T LINGAN
Head, Cash Management
Department

LORPHINE G JUNIO
Head, Equities and Securities
Investment Office

GEMMA A SILVESTRE
Head, Alternative Investment Office

JOHN PATRICK B CADAGAS
Head, HR Administration Department

CELSO M ROBLES
Head, General Services Department
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JASMIN M DAMO
Head, Risk Management Office

MYLENE P ORCULLO
Head, Accounting Department

RAMONA M JOSEFA M PANIS
Head, Board Relations Office

JOYCE ANNE T BONAGUA
Head, Strategic Marketing Department

JESUS A LAGUNA
Head, Accounts Monitoring Department
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